The Palm Shower from Delta® offers simple, one-handed operation. You are in control when showering yourself, a young child or a pet.

- Non-slip, ergonomic grip slides easily into your palm and hugs your hand.
- Touch-Clean soft, rubber spray holes allow you to easily wipe away calcium and lime build-up with the touch of a finger.
- Integrated Spray-Selection Button provides simple, one-handed operation and four spray options, including the popular Pause feature, which slows water to a trickle to conserve water.
Spray Settings

Palm® Shower

**PALM SHOWER WITH SLIDE BAR**
53001-DS
4 Setting
60”–82” Stretchable Metal Hose
24” Decorative 1-1/4” Wall Grab Bar

**PALM SHOWER WITH SLIDE BAR**
52008-DS
4 Setting
60”–82” Stretchable Metal Hose
24” Stainless Steel 1-1/2” Wall Grab Bar

**PALM SHOWER MOUNT**
54456-PK
4 Setting
Hose Not Included

**PALM SHOWER**
59456-PK
4 Setting

Chrome

Brilliance® Stainless SS

All products shown in Chrome.
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